Create an Oasis in Your
Home Today!
Whether it’s a Koi/lily pond shower, tropical
reef bathtub surround, dog track floor, a marsh
scene backsplash, leaf fireplace, floral
medallion, or a memorial tile for a loved one,
Tiles with Style can create a tile masterpiece to
fill your heart’s desire. EVERY order is 100%
custom, hand cut; not molded.
We can also create a
mosaic using our tile in
conjunction with stone,
coral, and other natural
materials. A beautiful
shower floor with trout
can be created with rock
pebbles, or if you prefer a
beach, we can use coral
and sand dollars. We
offer endless possibilities.

Tiles with Style
3094 Fitch Road
Ransomville, N.Y. 14131
716.870.7172
www.tileswithstyle.com

Handmade
mosaic ceramic
tiles for endless
possibilities.

Welcome!

Fully Vitrified

Quality

Founded in 1999, Tiles with Style is a
decorative ceramic tile studio that is owned by
master tile artist, Diane H. Holycross. We
specialize in custom, handmade, shaped,
(mosaic) decorative tiles and are well known for
quality craftsmanship, elegant designs, and fully
custom colorations. Our purpose is to create a
unique work of art, ornament, and architecture in
your next ceramic tile installation.

A tile that is "vitrified" is considered "glasslike.” It has been processed
in such a way that it has
extremely low porosity and
water absorption properties
making it stain resistant
and very strong. Having
these qualities make our
porcelain/earthenwarebased tiles frost-free and
suitable for fireplace
exteriors.

You won’t find better quality for the price
anywhere. Just look at
the detail put into each
piece of our tiles. We
use real vegetation to
create our leaf tiles. This
enables us to produce a
very realistic tile. Even
our Koi tiles have scales.
And, our wavy water
tiles around the Koi
make them appear to
move in the pond.

All of our tiles are 100% custom made at the
time of your order, per your specifications; not
the tile manufacturing industry. This means any
design existing or new, can be ANY color, ANY
size/configuration, and ANY shape. Just send us
paint swatches, wallpaper, pieces of your field
tiles, or granite countertop, and we’ll create a
beautiful, color-coordinated work of functional
art for your home; yes home, not house, because
bringing a bit of the outdoors indoors can make
your house a home.

Film
Mounted
To ease your cost
of installation and
receive a beautiful
artist layout,
choose our film
mounted tile
installation system. For more details, click Film
Mounted Tiles in the right column, on any page
of our website.

Vitrified tiles have superior
mechanical strength, which
makes them appropriate for
indoor and outdoor
installations.
Most wall tiles, Mexican clay tiles, and
decorative painted square tiles are not vitrified.
Tiles that are not vitrified can absorb water over
time and possibly breakdown. Our tiles are
engineered to last for generations to come.

Monochrome Designs
A timeless, mosaic tile design that looks
wonderful with natural stones such as granite,
marble, and travertine.
It looks wonderful with
traditional and modern
décor.

